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The following is our report addressing controls relating to licensed software and computer viruses at seven State
agencies and a public benefit corporation. 

This audit was done according to the State Comptroller's authority as set forth in Section 1, Article V of the State
Constitution and Section 8, Article 2 of the State Finance Law.  We list major contributors to this report in
Appendix A.



Scope of Audit

Audit Observations
and Conclusions

Executive Summary

Controls Relating To Licensed Software And
Computer Viruses At Selected State Agencies

New York State agencies, authorities and public benefit corporations
collectively own more than 50,000 microcomputers as well as a considerable
amount of computer software.  When a software package is sold, it is
generally accompanied by a license from the manufacturer that authorizes the
purchaser to use a certain number of copies of the software. The unlicensed
use and replication of computer software is punishable by fines of up to
$100,000 per violation in civil proceedings and $250,000 per violation in
criminal proceedings.  Microcomputers are also vulnerable to infection from
computer viruses, which can be costly and time-consuming to eradicate, and
can destroy or corrupt valuable information.  The risk of infection from
computer viruses has increased dramatically as people make greater use of
computer programs obtained through the Internet and other sources.  New
York State has yet to develop guidelines for its agencies addressing the use
of licensed software and protection against computer viruses.  The Gover-
nor’s Task Force on Information Resource Management would be the State
entity responsible for developing such guidelines.  (In August 1997,
legislation formally changed the name of the Governor’s Task Force on
Information Resource Management to the New York State Office for
Technology.)

We audited the procedures used by seven State agencies and a public benefit
corporation (agencies) to prevent the use of unlicensed software and protect
against computer viruses during the period July 1, 1994 through February
20, 1997.  The eight agencies, which together own about 19,000 microcom-
puters, include the Banking Department, the Department of Health, the
Department of Motor Vehicles, the Department of Social Services, the
Department of Transportation, the Empire State Development Corporation,
the Insurance Department, and the Office of General Services.  Our audit
addressed the following questions:

! Are the procedures used by the eight agencies to prevent the use of
unlicensed software and protect against computer viruses adequate?

! Can the best of these procedures be incorporated in the statewide
guidelines that may be developed by the Governor’s Task Force on
Information Resource Management?

We found that, in some instances, the agencies have developed, or are
developing, and follow a number of appropriate procedures.  These
procedures, collectively, could be considered “best practices” and could be
of use to the Governor’s Task Force on Information Resource Management
in its development of statewide guidelines.  However, significant improve-
ments can still be made in other procedures at each of the eight individual
agencies.  Because of control weaknesses at these agencies, the agencies’



Comments of the
Governor’s Task
Force and Agencies’
Officials

microcomputers are more likely to contain unlicensed software and computer
viruses.  In fact, when we tested 212 microcomputers at five of the agencies,
we found that they contained a total of 246 unlicensed computer applications
and three computer viruses. (See p.5) 

According to the Gartner Group, Inc., an internationally recognized
technology consulting firm, there are a number of practices that can help
organizations prevent the use of unlicensed software and protect against
computer viruses.  For example, organizations can monitor employees’ use
of computer applications, periodically inventory the applications, conduct
surprise audits of the software installed on microcomputers, use virus
detection software, maintain a log of virus infections, and educate employees
about the dangers of computer viruses and the need to avoid the use of
unlicensed software.  However, we found that many of these practices are
either not used properly, or are not used at all, by the eight agencies
addressed by our audit. (See pp.4-9)

We believe these control weaknesses can be attributed in part to a lack of
statewide guidelines concerning the use of microcomputers.  We also believe
that upper management at these agencies has not adequately emphasized the
importance of these controls, and note that the agencies have conducted few
internal audits addressing microcomputer controls. (See p.6) 

We tested 212 microcomputers at five of the agencies to determine whether
the computers contained unlicensed software.  We also tested 167 microcom-
puters at these same five agencies to determine whether the computers
contained viruses.  We found that the microcomputers contained a total of
246 unlicensed applications, including 109 games, which did not come
bundled with the machine.  We also found that virus detection software had
been disabled on 44 of the microcomputers, and 3 microcomputers had been
infected by computer viruses.  If the agencies do not improve their controls
for preventing virus infections, they risk losing important data and incurring
large recovery costs as a result of virus infections. (See pp.6-9) 

We recommend that the eight agencies improve their procedures relating to
unlicensed software and computer viruses, and actively follow up to ensure
that the procedures are implemented as intended.  We also recommend that
the Governor’s Task Force on Information Resource Management consider
incorporating into its statewide guidelines the best practices summarized in
this report and in Exhibit A. (See pp.10-11)
  

The Governor’s Task Force and the agencies’ officials generally agreed with
the report’s findings and recommendations. These officials state that they
have either implemented the recommendations or currently have the proper
controls in place. 
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In August 1997, legislation formally changed the name of the Governor’s Task Force on1

Information Resource Management to the New York State Office for Technology.

Background

Introduction

New York State agencies, authorities and public benefit corporations
collectively own more than 50,000 microcomputers as well as a considerable
amount of related computer software.  Since 1980, the Federal Copyright Act
has protected computer software against unauthorized replication or other
uses not sanctioned by the license accompanying the software.  Each instance
of software copyright infringement is punishable in civil actions by a fine of
up to $100,000.  The penalties in criminal actions include fines up to
$250,000 and/or five years imprisonment.  Nevertheless, according to the
Business Software alliance, approximately 35 percent of the business software
used in the United States is unlicensed.

The proliferation of microcomputers has dramatically increased the risk of
computer viruses because many users may share or exchange a variety of
programs from various sources.  The use of the Internet to send and receive
software, and the availability of shareware and freeware, also increase the risk
of getting a virus.  A computer virus can be very costly and time-consuming
to eradicate and can destroy or corrupt valuable information.  According to
the National Computer Security Association’s (NCSA) 1996 Computer Virus
Prevalence Survey, the chances of encountering a virus in 1996 were five to
ten times higher than in early 1995.  The NCSA’s poll of 300 companies and
government agencies concluded that for every 1,000 machines used by an
organization, the organization can expect to get a virus 120 times annually.
According to the poll, the organizations needed, on average, over forty hours,
or about one work week, to recover completely from a virus.

In 1996, the Governor’s Task Force on Information Resource Management
(Governor’s Task Force)  was created to improve how State agencies use1

technology to manage information.  Among the goals of the Governor’s Task
Force are to establish statewide policies and practices for new technologies,
design new ways to secure and protect information, and identify the best
practices among State agencies for possible statewide application.  The
Governor’s Task Force, which is an interagency steering committee made up
of high level executives from various State agencies, reports to the Governor’s
Director of State Operations.
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Audit Scope,
Objectives and
Methodology

We examined the procedures used by seven State agencies and a public
benefit corporation (agencies) to prevent the use of unlicensed software and
protect against computer viruses during the period July 1, 1994 through
February 20, 1997.  The eight agencies, which together own about 19,000
microcomputers, include the Banking Department, the Department of Health,
the Department of Motor Vehicles, the Department of Social Services, the
Department of Transportation, the Empire State Development Corporation,
the Insurance Department, and the Office of General Services.  The objectives
of our performance audit were to evaluate the adequacy of the procedures at
the eight agencies, and to develop a list of “best practices” that could be used
by State agencies.  Additionally, these best practices could be of use to the
Governor’s Task Force in establishing statewide policies and procedures
concerning the use of microcomputers at State agencies.  

To accomplish our objectives, we interviewed officials and reviewed records
at the eight agencies.  We also tested the software installed on the microcom-
puters at five of the eight agencies.  In addition, to identify commonly
accepted practices for preventing the use of unlicensed software and
protecting against computer viruses, we reviewed the relevant professional
literature.

We did our audit according to generally accepted government auditing
standards.  Such standards require that we plan and do our audit to
adequately assess the operations of the agencies which we include in our audit
scope.  Further, these standards require that we understand the agencies’
systems of internal control and compliance with those laws, rules and
regulations that are relevant to the operations which are included in our audit
scope.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
transactions recorded in the accounting and operating records and applying
such other auditing procedures as we consider necessary in the circumstances.
An audit also includes assessing the estimates, judgments and decisions made
by management.  We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our findings, conclusions and recommendations.

We use a risk-based approach when selecting activities to be audited.  This
approach focuses our audit efforts on those operations that we have identified
through a preliminary survey as having the greatest probability for needing
improvement.  Consequently, by design, finite audit resources are used to
identify where and how improvements can be made.  Thus, we devote little
effort to reviewing operations that may be relatively efficient or effective.  As
a result, our audit reports are prepared on an “exception basis.”  This report,
therefore, highlights those areas needing improvement and does not address
activities that may be functioning properly.  
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Comments of the
Governor’s Task
Force and Agencies’
Officials

A draft copy of this report was provided to officials of the Governor’s Task
Force, as well as the eight agencies we audited, for their review and
comments.  The Governor’s Task Force and the eight agencies generally
agreed with our recommendations and indicated that actions were taken to
implement them.  In addition, in those cases where controls were in place,
agency officials indicated that they would be reviewed to ensure that they
were adequate and up to date.  Their comments have been considered in
preparing this report and are included in the report as appropriate, and
attached in their entirely as Appendix B.

Within 90 days after final release of this report, as required by Section 170
of the Executive Law, the Chairperson of the Governor’s Task Force on
Information Resource Management and the heads of the Banking Department,
the Department of Health, the Department of Motor Vehicles, the Department
of Social Services, the Department of Transportation, the Empire State
Development Corporation, the Insurance Department, and the Office of
General Services shall report to the State Comptroller, and the leaders of the
Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to
implement the recommendations contained herein, and where recommenda-
tions were not implemented, the reasons therefor.
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Software Licensing 

Unlicensed Software and Computer Viruses

We found that, in some instances, the eight agencies have developed, or are
developing, and follow a number of appropriate procedures.  Some of these
procedures, which we summarize in Exhibit A, could be considered “best
practices” and could be of use to the Governor’s Task Force in its develop-
ment of statewide guidelines.  However, significant improvements can still be
made in other procedures at each of the eight individual agencies.  Because
of control weaknesses at these agencies, the agencies’ microcomputers are
more likely to contain unlicensed software and computer viruses.  In fact,
when we tested 212 microcomputers at five of the agencies, we found that
they contained a total of 246 unlicensed computer applications and three
computer viruses.  

The Federal Copyright Act provides the rules that govern the right of a
business to use and copy microcomputer software.  Making unauthorized
copies of a software product constitutes copyright infringement, for which the
copier is subject to civil penalties and may be subject to criminal penalties.
When someone purchases software for business use, every computer at that
place of business must have its own set of original software.  Purchasing a
single set of original software to load onto more than one computer or to
lend, copy or distribute without the prior written consent of the software
manufacturer is contrary to the Federal Copyright Act.  Running software
protected by copyright on more than one machine simultaneously without a
license from the software manufacturer is also contrary to the Federal
Copyright Act.  (When a software package is sold, it is generally accompanied
by a license from the manufacturer that authorizes the purchaser to use a
certain number of copies of the software.)  Organizations should not permit
their employees to make copies of software that are not permitted by the
software’s license, and should obtain licenses commensurate with the number
of copies in use.

To meet software licensing agreements, the Gartner Group, Inc., an
internationally recognized technology consulting firm, suggests that organiza-
tions such as State agencies look for ways to monitor the actual use of
computer applications.  According to the Gartner Group, agencies must
understand and comply with the vendor’s licensing agreements and definition
of concurrent use, and must ensure that the number of users is consistent with
the licensing agreements.  To meet these objectives, we believe agencies must
maintain up-to-date hardware and software inventories, and periodically
compare the inventories to purchase documents.  The software inventory
should include the type of license for each software application, the number
of licenses or users, and the microcomputers on which the licensed software
resides.  Agencies should perform periodic surprise audits of the software
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installed on microcomputers and should either delete any unlicensed software
that is identified or purchase it legitimately.

In addition, according to guidelines developed by the Software Publishers
Association to ensure compliance with software licensing agreements,
organizations should (1) develop standard policies and procedures regarding
the use of software; (2) develop a Code of Ethics to emphasize the impor-
tance of complying with the Federal Copyright Act and individual software
licensing agreements; (3) educate employees in the various types of licensing
agreements, the need to comply with the agreements, and the consequences
of noncompliance; and (4) appropriately delegate responsibilities to ensure
that the relevant policies and procedures are implemented as intended.

We examined the practices and procedures relating to the use of software at
the eight State agencies included in our audit.  We found that, in some
instances, the agencies have developed, or are developing, and follow a
number of appropriate policies and procedures.  These policies and
procedures, which are summarized in Exhibit A, could be considered “best
practices” and could be of use to the Governor’s Task Force in its consider-
ation of statewide policies and procedures concerning the use of microcom-
puters at State agencies.  

However, significant improvements can still be made in other policies and
procedures at each of the eight individual agencies.  For example, none of the
agencies has a complete software inventory.  Four of the agencies do maintain
a list of their software applications, and these lists include the number of users
or copies of the software.  However, we found that the lists usually were not
complete, mainly because some software was not included on the lists and the
microcomputers containing the software were not indicated.  We note that a
proposed inventory practice at the Office of General Services may be
particularly effective, as agency officials have made a group responsible for
maintaining records indicating the software applications used by each program
unit in the agency, including the specific microcomputers containing each
application.

We also found that none of the agencies regularly performs surprise audits of
the software installed on microcomputers.  One agency verifies licensed
software when rotating computers among staff and when upgrading software
or hardware.  However, these audits are not conducted on a surprise basis,
which is important in detecting unlicensed software.  Another agency requires
its internal audit office to review software as part of its normal audits, but
these audits look only for non-business software, not unlicensed software.  A
third agency identified unlicensed software during an audit, but does not
perform such audits on a regular basis.  
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We further found that the eight agencies have developed or are developing a
wide range of written policies and procedures regarding the use of unlicensed
software.  The procedures at some agencies are general with limited guidance,
while the procedures at other agencies are specific and detailed.  For example,
some agencies specifically forbid the copying of agency software and the
installation of unlicensed, unauthorized and personal software, including
games.  Two of the agencies require users to sign a statement that they will
adhere to the policies and procedures.  
Moreover, none of the agencies has a Code of Ethics concerning unlicensed
software (during our audit, one agency did designate a group to work with
management to create a clear statement of ethical behavior and appropriate
use of computer resources), and none of the agencies has an education
program to inform users about the importance of complying with software
licensing agreements and the penalties for noncompliance.  Some agencies
have groups, individuals or supervisors who are responsible for communicat-
ing and enforcing policies and procedures relating to computer software,
approving requests for and installing hardware and software, and performing
and maintaining inventories.  However, other agencies assign all these
responsibilities to the individual units or users, and provide little or no
guidance. 

We believe the control weaknesses at the eight agencies can be attributed, in
part, to a lack of statewide guidelines concerning the use of microcomputer
software.  We also believe that upper management at the agencies did not
always emphasize the importance of procedures designed to prevent the use
of unlicensed software, as we found few such directives from upper
management at the eight agencies.  We further note that the agencies have
conducted few internal audits addressing microcomputer controls.  Agencies'
officials state they are limited in their staffing and funding resources, which
sometimes makes it difficult to implement the required controls.  Such
limitations make it important to find other solutions, including the use of new
technologies.  We note that one agency is looking into automated software
that can, from a central location, manage and audit the software inventory,
including licenses, and prevent the installation of unauthorized software.  Such
a system could help to overcome the staffing and funding limitations. 

As a result of these control weaknesses, officials at the eight agencies may not
be aware of all the software applications residing on their microcomputers and
whether they are properly licensed.  To determine whether some of these
software applications are in fact unlicensed, we judgmentally selected 212
microcomputers at five of the eight agencies (the Department of Health, the
Department of Social Services, the Empire State Development Corporation,
the Insurance Department, and the Office of General Services).  We then used
a specialized software package to review the contents of these 212 microcom-
puters.  We reviewed the contents of between 33 and 49 microcomputers at
each of the five agencies, which together have about 12,000 microcomputers.
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Virus Detection and
Eradication

We identified 246 unlicensed applications residing on the 212 microcomput-
ers.  These included 23 copies of a file compression utility, 109 games (which
did not come bundled with the computer), 7 copies of a word processing
package, 10 spreadsheet packages, and 97 other office, utility, communica-
tion, specialized and profession-related software packages.  Agency officials
told us they would either delete these applications or ensure that they were
licensed.  Officials at one agency told us that the game packages are available
on the Internet.  The officials believe employees may have downloaded the
games on their home microcomputers and installed downloaded copies on
agency microcomputers.  Officials at another agency told us that they actually
installed 150 copies of the unlicensed word processing package, but 143
copies were on machines that we did not test.  The officials have placed a
purchase order for all 150 installations. 

We also identified another 86 applications (82 of which were games) on the
212 microcomputers that were not authorized by the agencies.  We did not
determine the license status for these 86 applications, but recommend that the
agencies review these applications and either ensure they are properly licensed
or remove them from the microcomputers.

Agencies that use unlicensed software are exposed to civil liabilities.
According to The National Law Journal, “Every week, numerous software
copyright infringement suits are filed.  In 1991, the Software Publishers
Association filed about two lawsuits a week around the country, seeking
damages of $100,000 per violation plus attorney fees.”  
In addition, unlicensed copies of software may lack the quality controls built
into the licensed versions, making the copies far more prone to computer
viruses.  Unlicensed software may also be an old version of the application
with defects, incomplete files, or inadequate documentation; the data
processed by such applications may not be reliable.  Moreover, access to
documentation, free technical support and upgrades are unavailable for
unlicensed software.

We also note that, without an accurate software inventory reconciled to
purchase documents, agencies might not take advantage of discounts or
credits when upgrading the software.  We found software on nine microcom-
puters that was not included on the agencies’ inventory records.  The software
vendor offers a $230 per license discount for upgrading the package.  The
officials of one agency told us they were able to take advantage of $1,500 in
software upgrade discounts after reviewing their software inventory
information, based on our request.

Virus detection software helps prevent the introduction and spread of viruses
from software brought from home, other offices, the Internet or any source.
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To be most effective, virus detection software should run automatically upon
start-up on at least a weekly basis.  The software should also be able to be
used to scan third-party software, data, and diskettes for viruses before use.
The following practices are also effective in preventing computer viruses:

! Users should not be able to easily disable virus detection software.

! A log of virus infections should be maintained to make it easier to
identify causes and prevent future occurrences.

! Users should be educated about computer viruses.

! An Internet policy should be developed informing users how viruses
can be acquired through the Internet and how this can be prevented.

We examined the practices and procedures relating to the prevention of
computer viruses at the eight State agencies included in our audit.  We found
that, in some instances, the agencies have developed and follow a number of
appropriate policies and procedures.  These policies and procedures, which
are summarized in Exhibit A, could be considered “best practices” and could
be of use to the Governor’s Task Force in its consideration of statewide
policies and procedures concerning the use of microcomputers at State
agencies.  For example, all eight agencies use virus detection software.  At
one agency, this software even alerts the user when it is time to update the
software.  At other agencies, the virus detection software is updated monthly
and is distributed to users through a network.

However, significant improvements can still be made in other practices and
procedures at each of the eight individual agencies, as some of the agencies
do not ensure that the virus detection software is run on all machines on at
least a weekly basis, and some of the agencies do not require that all software,
data and diskettes from third parties be scanned for viruses before they are
used.  We also found that some users at most of the agencies can disable the
virus detection software, and most of the agencies do not maintain a log
recording the occurrences of viruses.  We further found that none of the
agencies formally educate employees about viruses, and five of the agencies
do not have a policy concerning viruses and the Internet.  Improvements are
also needed in some of the Internet policies that have been developed,
because they do not always completely describe how viruses can be acquired
on the Internet.

We believe the control weaknesses at the eight agencies result from upper
management not adequately emphasizing the importance of procedures
designed to protect against computer viruses, as we found few such directives
from upper management at the eight agencies.  We also believe that the
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weaknesses can be attributed in part to a lack of statewide guidelines
concerning the use of microcomputers.

As a result of these control weaknesses, the microcomputers at the eight
agencies are more likely to be infected with viruses.  To determine whether
these microcomputers were infected with viruses, we tested a judgmental
sample of 99 microcomputers.  The purpose of our test was to ascertain
whether the virus detection software had been disabled and whether any of the
computers had viruses.  We found that the virus detection software had been
disabled on 44 of 99 microcomputers, and three microcomputers had viruses.
The virus detection software had been disabled on one of the three microcom-
puters with viruses.  

The eight agencies recorded or estimated that they were infected by between
3 and 90 viruses a year.  A total of about 120 staff hours were required to
recover from a recent virus infection at one of the agencies.  If the agencies
do not improve their controls for preventing virus infections, they risk losing
important data and incurring large recovery costs as a result of virus
infections.  
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Recommendations

To the Governor’s Task Force:

1. Consider the best practices summarized in Exhibit A as well as the
other guidelines described in this report as the Task Force develops
statewide microcomputer hardware and software policies and
procedures.

(Governor’s Task Force officials endorse the recommendations in
the report and identified areas where efforts have already begun.
They advised that they have taken several actions to work with State
agencies to develop policies and procedures.  For example, the
Governor’s Task Force formed a Security Work Group (Group)
composed of 16 individual from various State agencies.  This Group
developed a brochure entitled “Computer Security Awareness” that
among other things, made agencies aware of the need for virus
protection.  In addition, the Group will consider the practices stated
in the report for inclusion in a Best Practices and Preferred Stan-
dards document and will examine issues related to the items covered
in recommendations 2 to 7.)

To the Eight State Agencies:

2. Enhance policies and procedures requiring that software use be
monitored, complete up-to-date software inventory records be
maintained, software inventory records be periodically reconciled to
purchase documents, and periodic surprise audits be conducted of
installed software.

3. Develop and communicate a Code of Ethics to emphasize the
importance of complying with the Federal Copyright Act and
individual software licensing agreements, and educate employees in
the various types of licensing agreements, the need to comply with
the agreements, and the consequences of noncompliance.  

4. Actively follow up to ensure that the policies and procedures
relating to unlicensed software are implemented as intended.

5. Conduct internal audits addressing the controls over micro-com-
puter software.
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Recommendations (continued)

6. Delete or purchase any unlicensed software found on micro-
computers.

 7. Develop policies and procedures regarding computer viruses
including, but not limited to:

! all microcomputers be checked for viruses at least weekly,

! all software, data and diskettes from third parties be
checked for viruses before they are used, 

! users not be able to disable virus detection software, 

! a log of virus infections be maintained, and 

! users be educated about computer viruses, including viruses
acquired through the Internet.

(Officials from the eight agencies generally agreed with each of the
above recommendations and indicated that they would implement
new policies or procedures where necessary. However, officials at
some of the agencies added that in many instances the
recommended policy or procedure was already in place at their
agency.)

Auditors’ Comment: We recognize that some of the agencies
audited did have policies and procedures in place that cover some
of the findings in this report, however, we intentionally made the
recommendations broad to make them useful to not only the
agencies that were audited, but also to the Governor’s Task Force
and agencies that were not included in the audit. 



Policies and
Procedures

Software
Inventories and
Control

Exhibit A

Best Practices

! Provide users with written policies and procedures specifying software
use is for business purposes only, copying of agency software is not
permitted, and installing unauthorized and  personal software
(including games) is forbidden.

! Require users to sign off on policies and procedures.

! Remind users of policies and procedures with a memo annually.  
! Require users to sign a request form each time they request a

microcomputer or laptop. The request form should include all
software and hardware being distributed and should state the policy
that copying agency software, and installing and using unauthorized
and unlicensed software and games is prohibited. 

! Create a clear statement of ethical behavior and appropriate use of
computer resources.  

! Assign designated individuals the responsibility for approving software
and hardware purchase requests and for installing and moving
hardware and software.  

! Assign designated individuals the responsibility for installing updates
and maintaining the most current versions of all software.  

! Assign designated individuals the responsibility for maintaining
software inventories. 

! Assign designated individuals the responsibilities for monitoring
microcomputer software use and enforcing the related policies and
procedures.  

! Assign responsibility for performing software audits.

! Maintain a list of software from purchase documents, including the
number of individual licenses or users.  

! Designate a group to assemble and maintain a user profile of all
program units in the agency listing all hardware, all applications and
utilities, including the name of the application and machine it runs on,
the initial installation date, a brief description of the applications and
utilities, and who is responsible for operation and support. 



Exhibit A-2

Virus Detection and
Eradication

! Use software that automatically prevents the installation of software
identified by the agency as unauthorized.

! Require program managers and supervisors to be responsible for
ensuring all computer usage adheres to agency standards and for
maintaining proof of software ownership.

! Check for and remove unauthorized and unlicensed software when
upgrading hardware and software and during reassignment of
hardware. 

! Ensure that software unrelated to work (including games) is not used
and remove any such software that is found on agency microcomput-
ers.

! Allow work-related software acquired by employees to be installed on
agency microcomputers only if the software adheres to agency
standards, the employee is licensed to use the software, and the use
of the software is consistent with the license agreement.

! Ensure that downloaded software conforms to agency standards.

! Use virus detection and eradication software that runs automatically
upon start-up.  

! Designate a group to install virus detection software on all personal
computers. 

! Use virus detection software that alerts users that it is time to update
the software.  

! Use virus detection software on the agency network to automatically
scan connected microcomputer hard drives and executable files.

! Require all files and software obtained from any outside source to be
checked for viruses prior to transfer or installation.  

! Develop an Internet policy requiring that downloaded freeware be
checked for viruses. 

! Instruct users on the procedures to follow when a virus is detected.

! Maintain a log of virus incidents.
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